
SPVP 3 Summary of Requirements 

 

SPVP is a five-year utility procurement program adopted by CPUC. Solar generating 

facilities with gross power ratings between 500 kWdc and 10 MWdc. 

 

On August 9, 2013, CPUC approved SCE's Tier 2 compliance advice letter authorizing 

minor changes to the standard documents. 

 

SPVP 3 RFO was launched on September 4, 2013 and offers are due on December 2.  

 

 
 

In order to be eligible to submit an offer, the project must have received a complete 

System Impact Study or Phase I Interconnection Study, or have passed the WDAT Fast 

Track screens. 

 

Commercial operation date and interconnection date within 18 months of CPUC approval 

of a PPA. A one-time six month extension for regulatory delay may be allowed.  

 

SCE’s goal is to procure, over a five (5) year period (2010-2014), with a 20-year term. 

The total of the Gross Power Ratings of the Generating Facilities will be 125 MW DC. 

The Generating Facilities in the range of 1 to 2 MW DC and built on rooftops. However, 

SCE will procure the Product from ground-mounted Generating Facilities so long as the 

total of the Gross Power Ratings of all such ground-mounted Generating Facilities in the 

five-year program does not exceed 25 MW.  



 

The Generating Facility must be located on a rooftop, provided that SCE may accept 

Offers from Offerors with solar photovoltaic ground-mounted Generating Facilities, 

subject to a 25 MW DC maximum limitation on the total capacity of ground-mounted 

projects over the five-year program.  

The Generating Facility must have a Gross Power Rating of no less than 500 kW DC and 

no more than 10 MW DC.  

SCE encourages projects in the West Los Angeles sub-area of the Los Angeles basin 

local reliability area, and in the Moorpark sub-area of the Big Creek/Ventura local 

reliability area to participate in the SPVP 3 RFO. 

 

An Offeror can submit a single or multiple Offers. Offers can be mutually inclusive of 

each other (i.e., in order to take a single Offer, SCE must accept all Offers within a 

mutually inclusive set), or mutually exclusive of each other (i.e., a group of Offers where 

SCE can only select one from the set; common when submitting multiple Offers from a 

single Generating Facility). In addition, Offerors must submit Offers based on energy 

only or Full Capacity Deliverability Status interconnection. 

 

Offeror must complete and submit the Offer Form on the RFO website and upload all of 

the following documents to the RFO website:  

 

 A fully completed Generation Profile  

 A fully executed Site Control Acknowledgement Letter  

 A fully executed Site Owner’s Acknowledgement Letter  

 A fully executed Team Development Experience Letter 

 A copy of all of the Generating Facility’s interconnection studies  

 Description and drawings of the Generating Facility’s equipment, systems, 

control systems and features 

 Site plan drawing showing the general arrangement of the Generating Facility 

 Single-line diagram(s) showing electrical arrangement of solar array, current 

inverters, inverter output transformers and interconnection service transformer 

 Legal description of the Site, including APN numbers 

 A Site map 

 Notice list 

 Milestone schedule 

 

Offers will be evaluated based on the following criteria: 

 

 Generating Facility is a photovoltaic electric energy generating facility, not 
less than 500 kWDC and not greater than 10 MWDC  

 Offeror has submitted a System Impact Study or Phase I Interconnection 
Study, or documentation showing the project has passed Fast Track screens  

 Forecasted Commercial Operation Date is on or before October 16, 2015 



 The date for interconnection based on Offeror’s generator interconnection 
agreement execution date and interconnection study is on or before October 
16, 2015  

 Site is within SCE’s service territory  
 Offeror has submitted an executed Site Control Acknowledgement Letter  
 Developer has submitted an executed Site Owner’s Acknowledgement Letter  
 Offeror has submitted an executed and complete Team Development 

Experience Letter  
 The project is based on commercialized technology  
 SCE affiliation is disclosed, if applicable  
 Delivery Point is at the first point of interconnection to the CAISO controlled 

grid  
 Offeror agrees to the confidentiality obligations in the RFO Instructions  

 
SCE determines the estimated number of months from the execution of the 

interconnection agreement until the expected project interconnection date. This number 

of months begins on the date identified in the Offeror’s milestone schedule for execution 

of its interconnection agreement. If the resulting date is on or before the October 16, 2015 

cut-off, the project is eligible for this SPVP 3. If the date is beyond October 16, 2015, it is 

not. The project, however, may be eligible for future solicitations.  

 

SCE will rank conforming Offers based on levelized Time of Delivery (“TOD”)-adjusted 

Product Price, plus transmission adder, minus RA benefits.  

 

SCE will calculate levelized Product Price using a discount rate of 10%. SCE will 

calculate the transmission adder based on reimbursable network upgrade cost estimates in 

the interconnection study or agreement for the project.  

 

In evaluating an Offer that has been submitted with Full Capacity Deliverability 
Status, SCE will assign RA benefits to the Project based on SCE’s forecast of net 
capacity value and a peak capacity contribution factor. Peak capacity contribution 
factors will be calculated in a manner consistent with the CPUC’s RA accounting 
rules utilizing a 70% exceedance factor methodology.  
 

Energy only Offers will receive no credit for RA benefits. 

 

By January 17, 2014, SCE will notify each Offeror regarding the selection status of its 

Offer(s).  

 

 


